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 Description  Description 

Foldable none woven 90L Large Capacity zipper Clothes StorageFoldable none woven 90L Large Capacity zipper Clothes Storage

Bag Organizer OEM with Reinforced Handle Thick Fabric SturdyBag Organizer OEM with Reinforced Handle Thick Fabric Sturdy

Zipper Clear WindowZipper Clear Window

Each storage bag was designed with capacity of 90L. With so large capacity, most stuffs canEach storage bag was designed with capacity of 90L. With so large capacity, most stuffs can
be stored in an easy and proper way. Ideal for storing comforters, blankets, pillows or otherbe stored in an easy and proper way. Ideal for storing comforters, blankets, pillows or other
clothes without squeezing.clothes without squeezing.

HIGH QUALITY:HIGH QUALITY:
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100% brand new, Our storage bags are specially made with the highest quality non-woven100% brand new, Our storage bags are specially made with the highest quality non-woven
fabric to ensure more durability and a sturdy form,safety,eco-friendly.Features 3 dividedfabric to ensure more durability and a sturdy form,safety,eco-friendly.Features 3 divided
sections with a clear window view for easy access.The storage bags features two side handlessections with a clear window view for easy access.The storage bags features two side handles
to make it convenient to be carried from one place to another. Reinforced seams areto make it convenient to be carried from one place to another. Reinforced seams are
implemented for added strengthimplemented for added strength

SUITABLE LARGE CAPACITYSUITABLE LARGE CAPACITY

The comforter storage bag comes in a set of 3, and each bag measures 50 x 36 x 20cm / 19xThe comforter storage bag comes in a set of 3, and each bag measures 50 x 36 x 20cm / 19x
14 x 8 in. It is spacious for your comforters, blankets, pillows,baby clothes, jackets or other14 x 8 in. It is spacious for your comforters, blankets, pillows,baby clothes, jackets or other
clothesclothes

PERFECT STORAGE SOLUTION Space Saver:PERFECT STORAGE SOLUTION Space Saver:

The design allows for easy hanging with cubby spaces as well as side pockets for smallerThe design allows for easy hanging with cubby spaces as well as side pockets for smaller
items that are often hard to find. It makes organizing so easy but does not take up much spaceitems that are often hard to find. It makes organizing so easy but does not take up much space
at the same timeat the same time

Instant VisualInstant Visual

The storage bags set can be used for closet or under the bed. It is suitable for dormitory, attic,The storage bags set can be used for closet or under the bed. It is suitable for dormitory, attic,
basement and bedroom use. Also, the foldable design allows it to be easily stored when not inbasement and bedroom use. Also, the foldable design allows it to be easily stored when not in
useuse

Convenience CLEAR WINDOW DESIGN & TWO-WAY ZIPPERSConvenience CLEAR WINDOW DESIGN & TWO-WAY ZIPPERS

See- through window in the front for quick viewing what are stored inside the container. 2See- through window in the front for quick viewing what are stored inside the container. 2
Strong zippers closure, Keeps your stuff dust-free, mold-free.Strong zippers closure, Keeps your stuff dust-free, mold-free.
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